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Salem


The mission of this project is to 
allow greater accessibility to 
transit by expanding coverage 
with flexible transit solutions, 
while also ensuring that the 
needs of transit-dependent 
populations, seniors, and people 
with disabilities are 
accommodated.
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Listen to the community
Create comprehensive study
Communicate effectively
Develop a replicable 
framework

Website & Facebook
Neighborhood Meetings
Rolling Roadshow

Intercept Surveys

Online Survey


The Deviator The Hopper
Workshops







Keizer Workshop
South Salem Workshop
West Salem Workshop
Flexible Transit Survey
Alternatives
Creation




Open House

Bus Driver Focus Group

Vehicle Type
Fixed Stops
Activated Stops
Planning Ahead
Dispatching & Technology
● Education
● Marketing & Branding
● Transit Operator 
Training
● User Cost
● Signage
● Street Network 
Layout
● Stop Placement
● Subscription Service
● Advanced 
Reservation Policies
● Real Time Tracking
Other Recommendations
FLEXIBLE
TRANSIT
SYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT
GUIDEBOOK
FLEXIBLE
TRANSIT
PLAN

